Is a company that, in accordance with de Decree of its creation, mainly works
with fiber of south American camelids as alpacas and llamas, producing: tops,
yarns and cloth (flat fabric), with the capacity to use other kind of fiber as
synthetics, cotton, ovine wool and others.
The mission of this company is to impulse with the actors, the productive
matrix change process, strengthening the plural economy through the south
American camelids fiber transformation to: tops, yarns and cloths (flat fabric)
of high quality, in harmony with nature, aggregating value and generating
productive capacities and democratizing the inner market access, in order to
contribute to the diversification of the production with decent employment.
Furthermore, one the objectives of the company is to impulse the
development of camelid cattle emphasizing the llama cattle who´s
population is the biggest in Bolivia considering this kind of animals (more
than 3 millions), contributing in this way for the positioning of the llama´s
fiber products in the market. It is important to remark that YACANA has the
adequate technology to separate the finest fiber of this, in order to produce
top, yarn and cloth of high quality with a wide variety of finishes and colors.
YACANA started its operations in August of 2017 and by now is exporting
tops to Europe, as well as furnishing yarns and cloths to the inner market.
The closeness of YACANA to textile producers, helps to develop products that
are adequate of quality demanded and led to the factory to implement the
necessary adjustments of the production process, in order to reach that.

YACANA, also has an adequate quality control laboratory that led to control
the process, including the characterization and measuring the fiber
micronage with de OFDA System and other important parameters.
The company is located in Kallutaca that belongs to La Paz, in Bolivia.

Also, YACANA has two fiber collection center for llama and alpaca in order to
assure the adequate provision of raw material
The factory has the capacity to produce:
 600 TM/year (600.000 kg) of tops (from Alpaca and Llama).
 400 TM/year (400.000 kg) of wide variety (count and colors) of alpaca
and llama yarns (having the equipment to separate the gross llama
fiber in order to process the finest ones, to produce top, yarn and
cloth).
 300 TM/year (300.000 kg) of cloth (flat fabric) a different types and
colors, using camelid yarns, ovine yarns, cotton yarns and synthetic
yarns (acrylic, polyester among others).
Furthermore, YACANA can offer clothes of flat fabric and knitting clothes, in
alliance with other textile making producers.

